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1 Once  again,  we  pass  through  another  anniversary  year  of  1968,  offering  a  further
opportunity to reflect on why that year is seared onto the collective memory, why it
continues to resonate within the popular political and cultural imagination. The images
of the Latin Quarter in Paris, hazy through the tear gas, or pictures of Soviet tanks being
hemmed  in  by  Czech  protestors,  or  the  harrowing  frames  taken  just  after  Robert
Kennedy’s assassination, are as iconic as any in the post World War II period. But getting
beyond these in order to analyse the meaning of ’68 and the Sixties as a whole can be
difficult.  We remain Bob Dylan’s  Mr.  Jones,  aware that something happened,  but not
entirely sure what it was. The initial impression is one of hope for change and rebellion
against authority, but the outlines of what drove such rebellion and where it went after
’68 are not always distinct. Violence was considered legitimate by some, as retribution for
wars in South-East Asia or, for the more extreme, as the only possible response to an
oppressive capitalist-authoritarian system, but violence, as Chicago, the Weathermen and
the  RAF,  and  the  fates  of  Martin  Luther King  and  Robert  Kennedy  showed,  could
dangerously get out of control. The carelessness of hope and rebellion had a dark side to
be reckoned with, be it related to weapons or drugs, and it was not always clear from
which direction it would come next. As the editorial in a recently established journal
devoted entirely to the decade exclaimed, how can we account for the sixties as providing
“in one instance,  irreducible change and,  in the next,  overwhelming evidence of  the
dominance of the ‘givenness of things’”?i
2  There has been plenty written on the passage of events and the significance of ’68, a
mini-industry  in  itself  that  perpetuates  the  myths  and  the  monuments.ii Myths  and
monuments are exactly constructed to satisfy and sustain important messages for those
who  come  afterwards  –  they  serve  a  valuable  social  and  political  purpose,  be  it
reactionary or revolutionary depending on the context. In doing so, however, they can
overshadow other narratives, pushing alternative interpretations to the margins. Over
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the past decade or so, new paths for examining ’68 and the Sixties have been opened up
that look to delve into unexplored areas and bring out fresh perspectives. One important
field in this respect has been the gradual assembling of a transnational history of sixties
protest,  not  just  in terms of  a  comparative analysis  between countries  but  also with
regard to the circulation of ideas and movements across borders. Revolutionary protests
and wars in Vietnam, Latin America,  and Africa pressured and threatened the global
North (Moscow as much as Washington) with radical political change. The shifting sites of
the counter-culture’s ‘magic center’ (in the words of Rob Kroes) – San Francisco, London,
New York, Paris, Prague, Berlin, Milan, Amsterdam, Montreal – were in important ways
linked, but how those linkages came about (media, personal contact, common cause) and
what their consequences were has provided a rich and worthy field for research.iii The
recent collection of essays assembled by Martin Klimke and Joachim Scharloth, entitled
1968 in Europe, continues in this vein by providing next to the country studies a series of
investigations into the transnational roots and movements of late sixties protest.iv Social
causes  crossed  borders,  and  ’68  epitomised  “the  questioning  of  the  presumed
omnipotence of the nation and the state” as the dominant markers of identity, allegiance,
legitimacy, and control.v 
3  Another area that has proven worthy of reflection has been to focus on the lines of
development since the Sixties, not just in terms of rebellion but also in terms of how it
triggered a response,  predominantly in conservative politics,  that ultimately came to
fruition in the Western world during the 1980s and 1990s. After all, the legacy of the New
Left continued to be fought out in the public realm of the early twenty-first century,vi and
Nichola Sarkozy felt it necessary to demand that the French Left be defeated in the 2007
presidential election so that “the heritage of May ’68…should be liquidated once and for
all.”vii In the United States these battles have been even more evident in defining political
dividing lines. As one study on the American situation claims, “the New Left contributed
mightily to the growth of conservatism,” and the broader implications of civil rights and
social policies in the U.S. “were shocks to the body politic that were certain to create a
backlash.”viii The backlash came in the form of neoconservatism, which was motivated by
a  strong  sense  that  essential  American  values  were  being  trampled  on  by  both  the
domestic and foreign policy of Cold War Liberalism.ix Vietnam led not only to protests
against U.S. imperialism, but also to a regrouping of the Right based on the determination
to get the job done properly, next time.
4  Above all, sixties protest heralded a rejection of the given and a search (if not a demand)
for no restrictions in every aspect of social life. Ignoring the authority and requirements
of family, work, study, recovering and revealing one’s identity away from being “bent out
of shape by society’s pliers,” a belief that things could be better if humans interacted
differently,  these were the driving forces that,  for a while,  seemed to know no limit.
Added to this was the desire to leave the Cold War behind as an irrelevancy, a false,
restrictive determinant of behaviour that satisfied only the old order and certainly did
not fit the aspirations of the new. However, these trends, when carried through to their
logical  end-points,  could  easily  result  in  playfulness,   chaos,  farce,  or  whatever
interesting cocktail may emerge from the blending (if not the collision) of art and life.
Rob Kroes’s comment on Amsterdam students carrying liberation from the structures of
power so far that they ended up grading their own papers will no doubt raise a smile
among EJAS readers.  And whereas some systems of domination (race and class) came
under heavy criticism, others (gender) seemed to continue as before.
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5 The aim with this Special Issue was to find out how ’68 and the legacy of the sixties
feature in the work of the American Studies community forty years after the event. The
results  show that  the period continues to resound and ricochet  across  disciplines  as
scholars continue to track revealing new lines of enquiry and expose linkages previously
overlooked. This is the first Special Issue compiled for EJAS, and I would like to thank all
those who have contributed, reviewed, or shown an interest in this project. I look forward
to adding to the initial essays posted here as other material comes in.
Roosevelt Study Center, Middelburg, The Netherlands
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